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Artists
3 Featured
Mr. Melody
ARTIST, ENTERTAINER, MELODY MAKER...
A master of many styles, Mr. Melody is the voice of the people. His
music personifies the daily struggles with relationships, family, life
and love while still maintaining a positive outlook. A connoisseur of
sophisticated fashion, his personal style is just as diverse as his musical
tastes. His musical influences are from the likes of artists like Alton Ellis,
Delroy Wilson, Stevie Wonder and Donnie Hathaway as well as Billy
Joel, Michael Jackson, James Taylor, The Carpenters and everything in
between. He is a hybrid of all musical likings and not afraid to cross
boundaries and enter territories of what is different…. “I believe in
originality,” he explains and with such a strong work ethic he puts
everything into the music and that coupled together with his melodic
and infectious voice has him on pace to be an International Star.
Rarely, an artist emerges from the scores of melodic MC’s & Singjay’s
that chooses to break rank and introduce the world to a new flow!
Soon to be International Star Mr. Melody is an innovative force who
marches to the beat of his own bass-thumpin’ drum. His music features
an amalgamation of Reggae, R&B, Hip Hop, Pop & Dancehall, which is a
testament to his Jamaican roots.
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Don Cannon, legendary DJ from
the Apphiliates Music Group hosted
“Contagion” a mix tape that took a sneak
peek inside the mind and life of Mr. Melody.
The mix-tape is an emotional roller-coaster
of the “Pain, the Joy and the Fun” we all
experience in life, he says. When asked
why he named the project Contagion, he
commented, “Music is like a virus. I heard
Bob Marley say once, when the music hits
you, you feel no pain. My music just grows
on you and you become lost in it and as you
keep listening you become infected. He also
explains and Contagion is rhythmic warfare!
Download @www.datpiff.com/Mr-MelodyMr-Melody-Contagion-hosted-By-DJ-DonCannon-mixtape.426344.html.
Mr. Melody has released 2 Singles “Still in
Love” a Reggae Hit burning up the airwaves
in the Caribbean and “Fly to The Moon”
and R&B Smash #36 on the Charts in the
U.S. and if you think he is done, the Star
Power continues to rise! A multi-tasker
to say the least Melody performed live on
Sirius FM with legendary R&B/Soul singer
and guitarist Vernon Burch who has played
with the Delfonics, the Bar-Kays and Stevie
Wonder.
Genius, International and Legendary are just
a few of the metaphors used when seen live
on stage and Mr Melody has just partnered
his label “Road Runnaz” with Sony Red and
his forthcoming Album is slated for release
in October and although collaborations
in the past have included Reggae Icon
“Capelton” and Hip Hop artist “Styles P”
there are no guest appearances featured.
Showing no signs of slowing down “Road
Runnaz” General Mr Melody will be in the
October issue of the Source Magazine and
rumors have also been circulating that a
Grammy nomination for Reggae Album of
the Year for “Soul Reggae” in which Mr
Melody’s smash “Still in Love” was debuted.
One man Army “Mr Melody” is ready to
take the world by storm and you can expect
him to continue to rise and blaze his own
path. Follow him on Twitter and Facebook
@mrmelodymusic.

FUTURE FAMBO

Interview with
Future Fambo
YV: What cupcoming projects are
you currently working on and
where do you want to see yourself in the
future?
FAMBO: I hope to be working on
my album by the new year. In the
future I plan to have my music on
the reggae top 10 charts and to
take my music to a diffrent level
while gaining more exposure and
building fans worldwide.
YV: How long have you been in
the entertaiment business and do
you thing dancehall has changed
over the years?
FAMBO: I have been in the entertainment industry for many years. My first
song that was introduced to fans was
in 1994 and I definetly think dancehall has changed over the years.
Theres more money, and dancehall
is more powerful and strong, even
if we look at the BET awards show
it shows how far dancehall has
reached.
YV: Are there any other artist
that influenced your success:
FAMBO: There are alot of other
artist that has had a positive
influence on me sunch as Bob
Marley, Tiger, Stitchie just to
name a few.
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q News/Entertainment
Reggae/Danceerhall Artiste Mr. Vegas

Top flight Reggae/Dancehall artiste Mr. Vegas, who is known for heart tugging
compositions such as Do You Know (2006) and more recently Black and Proud, has once
again affirmed his place in the Jamaican reggae scene with a new and provocative Reggae
jam titled Love Yourself.
This powerful song, co-produced by Mr. Vegas and Troy Mclean of First Name Music, was
created while Vegas was vibing to a beat presented to him by Troy Mclean and addresses
issues associated with true love, not love of money or vanity.
The track, laced over a true reggae beat, addresses issues of self worth and like Black
and Proud, seeks to inspire fans to build their self confidence and self worth. With lines
like, “ Yuh cah find true love if yuh a run down wealth Some Nuh want Nuh love dem
want physiological help”. Mr. Vegas connects with current issues and concerns within
the society.
According to Mr. Vegas, “The song is telling everyone to love themselves before anyone else....have self respect
and appreciate life. Love Yourself was written when I just was holding a vibe and thinking about what people go through to reach
stardom... the song is on the Selection Riddim and artistes such as Capleton, Christopher Martin and Sizzla have voiced on it”
He has already started preparations to shoot the video for Love Yourself and his latest single Give It To Har.
Mr. Vegas promises fans that the video for Love Yourself will be innovative and will seek, like the song, to inspire change, “This song
is very important to me as it addresses issues that not only affect people in my field but also many people in society who struggle with
their identity and self-worth. The song is meant to inspire and so will the video.”

BEST OF THE BEST 2013 CONCERT...
By Stephanie B.

Colorful flags flying high. Jerk Chicken on the grill. Reggae and Soca music blazed from huge speakers. These were the sights, sounds
and smells of the 2013 Best of the Best Concert live at Bayside Park, in the heart of downtown Miami.  Almost every Caribbean
country was represented at the event such as Jamaica, Virgin Islands, the Bahamas, Barbados, Puerto Rico and Haiti.  Some of the
most popular reggae artists; Beenie Man, Elephant Man, Sanchez, Patrice Roberts and Freddie McGregor blessed the Best of the Best
stage with their skillful acrobatics, soulful ballads, upbeat Dancehall or Soca tunes and kept the crowd hyped, dancing and singing
along. Beres Hammond had one of the best performances and also received a great honor by being given the keys to the city Miami
for his wonderful contributions to reggae music that spanned over three decades. Your feet will feel like fire after leaving the Best of
the Best concert but this exciting event is well worth the pain.

Reggae Icons Take a Stand For Trayvon Martin
JusticeForTrayvon
The GRAMMY Award-winning British reggae band Steel Pulse has released
a new single called “Put Your Hoodies On (4 Trayvon)” Dedicated to Trayvon
Martin, the song was composed by Steel Pulse lead singer David “Dread”
Hinds during the trial of George Zimmerman. Hinds released the following
statement in conjunction with the song.
“The song is a plea for justice,” says Hinds. “Steel Pulse has been
campaigning and watching this case since February 26th 2012. The fact is
that an innocent teenager is dead, shot by a man who was playing vigilante, pursuing the teenager around the neighborhood despite
being advised against it by the authorities. This could well end up as the day justice was killed once again in a Jim Crow. We sensed
the result but despite the outcome of the trial, the truth remains the truth, and the ghost of justice will haunt this town of Sanford,
Florida forever.”
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Watch out for Busy Signal
BUSY Signal has entered European pop charts with Watch Out For This (Bumaye), a song he did with American producers Major
Lazer. The dancehall/electronic track is taken from Major Lazer’s album, Free The Universe, which was released on April 16.
According to Billboard, Watch Out For This (Bumaye) is currently number four in France, five in Belgium and 42 in Switzerland. It is
number six in New Zealand. This is the first European pop hit for Busy Signal who made the Billboard R&B Hip Hop Singles chart in
2006 with Step Out which peaked at 57. Last year, the deejay appeared on ska/punk group No Doubt’s hit song, Push and Shove.
That track was also produced by Major Lazer. “Working with Major Lazer was a joy, but I never anticipated the song would have
taken off the way that it has,” Busy Signal told the Sunday Observer.
Major Lazer has worked with a number of Jamaican artistes. Their 2009 album, Guns Don’t Kill People... Lazers Do, contains
collaborations with Mr Lex, Mr Vegas, Ms Thing, Jovi Rockwell, Future Fambo, Leftside, Turbulence, TOK, Einstein, Vybz Kartel and
Supa Hype. Their current album features Vybz Kartel, Razz and Biggy, Leftside, Elephant Man, Timberlee, Bugle, Shaggy, Johnny
Osbourne and dancer Mystic. Major Lazer has also done remixes for Gyptian’s Hold Yuh, Popcaan’s Party Shot, and Gal A Bubble by
Konshens.

Vybz Kartel trial: Defense to respond to submissions in Vybz Kartel murder trial
The defense at the Vybz Kartel murder trial is now preparing to respond to submissions by the prosecution to get key witness
statements admitted into evidence. A hearing of the application which began in the absence of the jury last Tuesday is continuing at
this hour. Already, the prosecution has called several witnesses and made legal arguments based on their testimonies.
Following the response of the defense, Justice Bryan Sykes is expected to make a ruling. The prosecution is seeking to have two
statements admitted into evidence under section 31 (D) of the Evidence Act.
That section addresses the admission of witness statements in situations where a witness cannot be located or is not available.
The application is being made in the absence of the 12-member jury. Three witnesses have so far testified at the trial which began last
Monday in the Home Circuit Court.
Kartel, whose given name is Adidja Palmer, Lenburgh McDonald and Nigel Thompson are jointly charged with the July 2011 shooting
death of the St Catherine businessman, Barrington “Bossy” Burton.

Buju Banton Is One Charge Away From Emancipation Thanks to New Times
Based on New Times’ reporting, a federal judge in Tampa last week tossed out one of two convictions that sent
reggae giant Buju Banton to prison in 2011. The decision — which hinged on juror misconduct dug up by the
newspaper — is just the latest plot twist since the Grammy Award winner was rounded up in a government drug
sting four years ago. It also opens the way for an appeal. The news was bittersweet for the 39-year-old star and his
camp. “He was disappointed that he wasn’t granted a retrial on all counts,” Banton’s attorney, Imhotep Alkebulan, tells New Times. “He’s still on the hook for ten years.”
Banton — born Mark Anthony Myrie — was one of the most important voices to come out of Jamaica since Bob
Marley. He was repeatedly nominated for Grammy Awards and gained international infamy as a homophobe
after releasing the song “Boom Bye Bye,” which was allegedly about murdering gay men. He later renounced
hate speech. His career was cut short December 8, 2009, when an acquaintance delivered him to a Sarasota
warehouse hot-wired for government surveillance. Once inside, the singer stood by while two men discussed the sale of cocaine and
examined 20 kilos of the narcotic. Two days later, Banton and two other men were arrested and charged with conspiracy to possess
with the intent to distribute cocaine and possession of a firearm in furtherance of a drug-trafficking offense.
As a February 2012 New Times feature, “Buju Behind Bars,” showed, Banton was no kingpin. He had fallen under the sway of a
sweet-talking government snitch named Alexander “Junior” Johnson. Busted for smuggling 700 kilos of coke into the United States
in the 1990s, the Colombian native reinvented himself as confidential informant who set up criminals using a government check as
bait. By the time he crossed paths with Buju, he’d banked around $3.5 million from snitching. The recording artist maintains he never
intended to make a drug buy.
“Time after time for six months, this informant, who was just trying to make a buck, kept pushing and pushing and wouldn’t take no
for an answer,” says David Oscar Markus, an attorney who previously represented Banton. “That day, Buju thought he was going to
a party, and [the snitch] takes him to a warehouse with drugs.” That argument was enough to hang the jury at Banton’s first trial in
2010. In a February 2011 retrial, the jury emerged after three days of deliberations to find the singer guilty on three of four charges.
At the subsequent sentencing hearing, the gun charge came in for particular scrutiny. It carried an automatic five-year sentence, but
(Continued on Page 17)
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s Featured Dancer

SHAWTI
Born in St Pete Fl to an American mother & Jamaican
father Shawti has been dancing from a teenager. Her
1st trophy was best new dance group in 2007 via
Supa D Promo! Her 1st DHQ title St Pete was 2011
with Jahfari which led to DHQ 2012 Supa D Promo
with a bright outlook A mother of 1 and a hospitality
& tourism management degree holder Shawti is her
own Force to be reckoned with & has currently set
her sights on DHQ Jacksonville so enuh look out
fa Dat.

j Colorful Person

Kiki Perry is an American singer, songwriter

born in Macon, GA and raised in Jacksonville, Fl. At the
age of seven, she was labelled as one of the top vocalist
in her Church’s organization serving thousands of people
across the world. By the age of 12, Kiki then started
to realize the type of music that she loved and wanted
to be apart of; in her words “Real Music.” Real Music
to Kiki meant, the ability to feel lyrics encouraged by
the beat and appreciated the most by a sweet melody
including all genres. Inspired by the Legend Bob Marley,
Kiki writing style is structured by few words with lots of
meaning. Others such as Kim Burrell, Lalah Hathaway,
India Arie, Bilal and the rest of our true artists that have
shared their most intimate moments with us all through
their great tunes. Kiki Perry at the age of 13 performed
at the UnderGround in Brooklyn New York and from
that moment she began to develop her own sound that
has created the Singer that she is now and will be. Since
then, Kiki has taken the stage with Young Money Cash
Money Records recording Artist PJ Morton in Orlando, Fl.
during his 2012 tour singing one of his hit songs, “Built
For Love” ft Jazmine Sullivan. Kiki has help introduce
one of the best open mic events to South Florida, My
World My Mic where talented artists take the Mic in
West Palm Beach and enjoy the sound of Kiki Perry’s
angelic tone described by many. She has performed
with Racheal Warfield at the Jacksonville Blues Fest and
continues to feature in uplifting plays, offered for the
community. Kiki Perry is currently working on her Album
that is soon to be released full of songs expressing
“that” feeling of what Real Music is all about.
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nOut AND About

DEATH OR FREEDOM
By Ebony English Payne
As the nails went in, I wonder if his patience wore thin
Did he begin to doubt the effectiveness of his approach?
It is a bold thing to die for what you believe
An even bigger challenge to live with a light that no one else can see
I wonder if they will ever come for me
For the truths that I speak
For the sheep that I lead
Will they Malik El Haaj Shabazz me?
Bare face, no mask, come into my house and just blast
This was the last moment of Fred Hampton
Will they poison the soil that I plant in?
Gun down my children in the still of the night
Before Emmit Till was crucified, did he realize they only despised him because he presumed himself a king?
They hated Yeshua for the same thing
Did freedom ring in Martin’s ear before he left us here?
What it fear that fueled George Zimmerman’s mood to persecute that youth?
They were afraid of Christ too
Betrayed by neighbors who took watch of those who ought not complicate what has always been simple
I wonder if the temple rent itself when Marcus Garvey fell
When the savior passed through hell to retrieve the keys
Did he think of all who’d receive his message and take the first step in a protest or march?
Occupy the streets like a parishioner’s heart
Liberation starts with stimulation
For me, it’s the stories of the martyrs, mothers, and fathers of the equality movement in this nation
Continuing to fight the good fight, I carry their plight
In spite of the lives that were taken, a legend is never lost
Some would say it was a lynching tree they used to build the cross
I say it was the piercing sword God used when designing our spine
Knock us down time after time
We will rise and we will rise
Consistent with the tide
Continuously making strides
Every tear I cry lets me know I’m still alive
I’m still able to be provoked into restoring hope and progressive change
I will forever speak the names of my heroes that were slain
And innocent souls that were stole because America has a race problem
They’ll never beat the desire out of me for what is justly due
And JUSTICE FOR TRAYVON is justice for us too
A better country for these youth means assassinated dreams can be resurrected too

f Caribbean Culture

RICHIE LOOP/BIRTHDAY BASH

HISTORY OF INDEPENDENCE

fire link jax, fl

In February 1962, a new constitution was approved by the Legislation and the
Premier Norman Manley called General Elections. Alexander Bustamente was
elected in April and became the first Prime Minister of Jamaica. “On August
6, 1962, Jamaica became an independent nation and a member of the British
Commonwealth.”
Jamaica becoming an independent nation now meant that Britain, no longer controlled the affairs of the country. It
was now the responsibility of the newly elected Prime Minister and the locally elected Cabinet.
Independence also meant that a constitution, symbols, emblems, an army, Jamaican currency and passports had to
be developed for the country. As an Independent nation, Jamaica assigns Ambassadors overseas who represent the
country. They sign treaties on behalf of Jamaica and become members of various international organizations. This is
important as it gives Jamaica equal rights on various issues relating to international trade, policies and treaties.
Every year on August 6, (previously first Monday in August), Jamaicans celebrate the removal of our dependence
on Britain to control specific functions of the country. At this time we also honor all those persons who were
responsible for the transfer of power.
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In October, during National Heritage week (third Monday in October), we also honor our six national heroes and
one heroine, in recognition of their contribution to the birth of our nation.
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j Caribbean Fashion

BEYONCE GOES DANCEHALL WITH MR. VEGAS

The Lioness Tlc
(Tender Loc Care)

Specializing in all Natural Hair Care Needs
1736 North Main Street, Jacksonville, Florida
904-442-4628

BEYONCE STANDING ON
THE SUN FT
MR VEGAS REGGAE SOS MIX
International megastar Beyonce has gone Dancehall
with her latest single Standing on the Sun by
collaborating with Dancehall Superstar Mr. Vegas.
The new track, which is a Reggae SOS mix of the
original song, has kept tongues wagging as it is a
prime candidate for the first single off her yet to
be released album. On the track, Mr. Vegas’ gritty
yet melodic vocals perfectly complement Beyonce’s
mezzo-soprano voice which is versatile on an
authentic dancehall beat. He starts off in straight
dancehall style with, “Gyal u body turn up mi seh it
tun up tun up, gyal yuh hot like the sun seh u yuh
tun up tun up…”. With Beyonce following, “My
body is magnified, in the sun set me alight, my body
in your delights, burn me up, set me alight…”

Designs by Margirae
904-487-9257
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DO YOU STYLE LOCS??? IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE FEATURED IN OUR
LOCK IT UP SECTION CTC YARDVIBEZ MAGAZINE
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM 904-405-6381 NAME, CITY & STATE AND NUMBER TO
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM FOR MORE INFO: 904-405-6381

According to Mr. Vegas, the collaboration is a good
one that he expects to go places: “This is a really
good song, Beyonce’s people reached out to me and
sent me the vocals and I reached out to renowned
producers Clevie and Danny Brownie and we did the
mix with the help of engineer Rohan Dwyer. I was a
bit surprised when I heard the song being played
everywhere in Jamaica a few days ago and since t
hen it has been blowing up both locally and
internationally.”

Mr Vegas believes this song is a sign that dancehall is
seeing resurgence as several other dancehall artistes
are working with top international acts. “This is big
and I have to confess that I am very happy with this
opportunity. This song will open new ears to my style
of dancehall and give me new fans. It’s a good time
for me as I have Bruk It Down 2.0 to drop in
September and we just finished shooting videos for
Love Yourself, Give It To Har and Come Here Bubbler
so this is like the icing on the cake.”
The artiste, who is constantly on tour, just released
three brand new tracks; Love Yourself, which is a
reggae effort, Give It to Har , which is a signature
bruk out tune and Come Here Bubbler, a summer
scorcher. He says he is dedicating the summer to his
fans that have been following him for the last decade
and a half.
FOLLOW MR. VEGAS:
www.mrvegasmusic.com
youtube.com/user/mrvegastv
twitter.com/MrVegasMusic
facebook.com/MrVegasMusic
facebook.com/MrVegasMusic
read statement on datbad.com
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Contests

THE VACUUM CLEANER SALESMAN

f Jamaican Humour

A little old lady in Kingston answered her doorbell, only to be confronted by an eager young man displaying a
shiny new vacuum cleaner. “Good morning lady’ said the young man. “May I demonstrate the greatest and latest
vacuum cleaner to come out of the United States. There’s nothing like it.’ The old lady replied, “Go away! I’m
broke and don’t have any money!’’ Before she could close the door, the young man wedged his foot in the door
and pushed it open. “Not so fast, lady. Give me a chance to show you the demonstration.’’ While saying that,
he emptied a bucket of horse manure onto her carpet. ‘’Now, watch me remove every trace of this manure from
your carpet, lady. If this vacuum cleaner does not do the job, I will eat up what’s left myself.’’ The old lady turned
around and went into the house, saying, “Then I’ll get a knife and fork for you, because they disconnected my
electricity today.”

A BARGAIN
A young Jamaican man walked into a bank in New York City and asked for the loan officer. He told the loan
officer that he was going to Jamaica on a vacation for two weeks and needed to borrow $5,000. The bank
officer told him that the bank would need some form of security for the loan, so the Jamaican man handed over
the keys to a new BMW 740i. The car was parked on the street in front of the bank. The Jamaican produced the
title and everything checked out. The loan officer agreed to accept the car as collateral for the loan.
The bank’s president and its officers all enjoed a good laugh at the
Jamaican for using a $80,000 BMW as collateral against a $5,000 loan. An employee of the bank then drove
the BMW into the bank’s underground garage and parked it there. Two weeks later, the Jamaican man returned,
repaid the $5,000 and the interest, which came to $15.41.
The loan officer said, “Sir, we are very happy to have had your business, and this transaction has worked out very
nicely, but we are a little puzzled. While you were away, we checked you out and found that you are a successful
business man. What puzzles us is, why would you bother to borrow $5,000?” The Jamaican replies: “Where else
in New York City can I park my car for two weeks for only $15.41 and expect it to be there when I return?”
The bank employees watch as he pulled out of the garage, windows down and sunroof open. The music was
blasting from his car as he pulled away, “We run things, things no run we, everything we do, it done properly.”

EXODUS
VARIETY SHOP

Reggae CD’s, DVD’s, Culture Accessories, Roots Wear, Natural
Hair & Skin Products, Insense, Vegetairian Items & Pastries

904-200-5288

3610 MONCRIEF RD, JAX, FL 32209

LOCK IT UP
CONTEST

If you are a hairstylist that want
your loc designs in the next issue
of Yardvibez Magazine submit
3  photos of your best designs.
Winner will receive promotion in
magazine and free business cards.
submit photos to:
YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM

TOILET TALK
I had just rushed in from the street to my posh Jamaican hotel, but paused to attend to some urgent business in
the restroom before going up to my own room. I was barely sitting down when I heard a voice from the other
stall saying:
“Hi, how are you?”
I’m not the type to start a conversation in the men’s restrooms but I don’t know what got into me, so I answered,
somewhat embarrassedly: “Doin just Fine!”
And the other guy says: “So what are you up to?”
What kind of question is that? At that point, I’m thinking this is too
bizarre so I say: “Uhhh, I’m like you, mostly business!”
At this point I am just trying to get out as fast as I can when I hear
another question.
“Can I come over to your place?”
Ok, this question is just wacky but I figured I could just be polite
and end the conversation.
I tell him, “Well, I have company over, so today is a bad day for me!”
Then I hear the guy say nervously... “LISTEN!!! I’ll have to call you back, there’s an idiot in the other stall who
keeps answering all my questions, bye!”
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FEATURE DANCER
CONTEST

If you are interested in
becoming a Yardvibez Magazine
feature dancer log on to
www.yardvibezmagazine.net/ set
your free profile and upload your
video. Winner will receive
promotion in magazine and
booking and accommodations for
show in Jacksonville Florida.
For more information
904-405-6381
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Buju Banton Is One Charge Away From Emancipation Thanks to New Times
(Continued from Page 7)
lawyers pointed out Banton has never possessed the Luger
semiautomatic handgun that was found on James Mack, the
man rounded up in the same sting after driving to Florida from
Atlanta with $135,000 for cocaine in his car. In fact, the two
men had never met. Weighing those circumstances, Judge
James Moody tossed out the allegation but handed Banton
ten years for the drug charges. The government appealed,
and a panel of judges in Atlanta stapled five years back
onto Banton’s time. The higher court cited the Pinkerton
liability rule, a provision that makes a criminal responsible for
offenses committed by a co-conspirator.
After the February 2012 feature story, New Times published
19 pieces tracking Banton’s attempts to appeal his
conviction. But it was an October 18, 2012 article — “Buju
Banton Juror May Have Violated Court Orders: Grounds for
a Mistrial” — that proved to be a game changer. The piece featured an exclusive
interview with Terri Wright, the former foreperson who admitted to studying details of the proceedings on
her computer during the trial — a clear violation of the
rules. “I would get in the car, just write my notes down
so I could remember, and I would come home and do
the research,” she told the paper.
Specifically, Wright said she looked into the Pinkerton
rule. It was used by prosecutors to tie Banton to Mack’s
handgun. After the piece appeared, Banton’s legal team
filed a motion for a new trial based on jury misconduct.
At a hearing over the motion, Wright claimed New
Times had misquoted her, alleging the research came
after the trial.
In late November, Chris Sweeney, the writer who
covered Banton’s case, left the paper. In early December,
the defense subpoenaed his notes and recordings. This
created an awkward ethical situation: A journalist was
being asked to hand over his work.
“Clearly from the perspective of the ethics in journalism,
you’ll go to jail before you turn over your notes. But
there are exceptions to those rules, and I think those
exceptions are in this case,” says Charles N. Davis,
a professor at the University of Missouri’s School of
Journalism. “Here you have a woman who is essentially
accusing him of a much worse journalism crime, which
is effectively fabrication, or at least deception. If I were
him, I would have done the exact same thing to clear my
journalistic name.”
Adds Sweeney: “I was not too pleased about getting
subpoenaed. But I was pissed. I wasn’t going to let Terri
Wright lie and say that I fabricated quotes. It’s not like I
was protecting any sources, so I might as well [testify].”
  
-Miami News Times
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EVER READY
RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGE

8943 LEM TURNER RD JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
                   OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

“AUTHENTIC CARIBBEAN CRUSINE”

CHECK-OUT
YARDVIBEZ MAGAZINE
IN THE NEAREST
CARIBBEAN OUTLET
NEAR YOU!
TO ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS, ARTIST, ETC..
CTC YARDVIBEZMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM
904-405-6381
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